Run Report Salisbury Hotel 13 February 2017
Hares-Miles O’Tool and Little Arseplay
On arrival at the carpark, only saw a trickle of Hashmen with
worried looks towards the sky. The BOM was not showing a
pleasing picture-red and black bits heading our way! Virgin
bolted back to his house under cover.Optimism prevailed by
the regulars-“it’s going north!” “ No, it’s going towards the
Gold Coast!!” A couple more turned up as the big drops
started falling-what’s that green stuff, says Tweety?
Suddenly, he’s vanished in the polished Beema-I jumped in
the car to wait the onslaught –a phone call –it was
Tweety-“hey JC, there’s a motel out the back of the pub with
undercover car parks- as the sky lit up with bolt lightening, I
shot out the back to avoid the hail-fortunately, no hail and
after the rain subsided, I ventured back to the carpark to
witness a sad sight!!
It was the Hares, Miles and Arseplay coming down from the
mountains –drenched, totally stuffed and carrying the wet
remnants of chalk and flower. They seemed to be
congratulating themselves for setting the run, toasting each
other with German beer cans ,as I peered through the
windscreenwipers-poor bastards as the run was later
declared a washout!
A few of us decided to do “a run” but not Miles and
Arseplay”s run-so no “tick” on Crafts sheet for haring the rundon’t you feel sorry for them?

Our run comprised XXXX, Tinker, Craft, Bugs and JC- we
headed up the mountain into the bush even after Miles said
“don’t go into the mountain because of the lightening” –he
was right. There was a lot more lightening even after the rain
had gone, which seemed to excite Tinker as he found more
trails leading us to nowhere –somehow and don’t know how,
we managed to find some lights in the distance (houses)
which led us home to the pub to find a reasonable crowd.
Circle was well attended even though most had opted for the
pub at the start-Barebum was nominated for SOTW for
singing some Barry Manilow song to Scruffy at the previous
Onon at Clayfield, but Bugs took the stand for him as
Barebum was MIA-Bugs being the closest lookalike.
Snappy got nominated as the Hare last week by Scruffy for
waiting an hour and a half to get served his meal at the
Onon-you don’t do that to the Hash cash, Snappy! So, Snappy
got SOTW.
Onon-average-not cheap beer, slow service (again) for the
food-but good to be out of the rain
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